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Hello everyone! Tis the season for lots of family and holiday
fun! I hope you all had a wonderful Thanksgiving. The new
IFHV Directories have been delivered to all of our members.
If you haven’t received yours, please let us know. You should
also be receiving your membership renewal invoices. They
were sent out in November. We Thank you all for your
membership, participation and prompt dues payment. You
are what keeps our association going! Thank you!
I’m sure by now you are all aware of the new changes to the Virginia Death
certificates. By now you should have received a packet from Vital Records with the
new Death Certificates and a letter regarding all of the changes. This went into effect
November 1, 2016. There are significant changes to the decedent’s parents. Please
be careful when completing death certificates. We all know how hard it is to change
them! They will also have more frequent notification regarding expiring passwords.
Also, they have added two new disposition values. If you have not signed up for the
EDRS system, I encourage you to. I feel like we all need to get on board with this even
if there are still a few glitches in the system. Also, reach out to your local doctors and
encourage them to participate too! Hopefully one day this will be helpful to all of us!
I have found it is especially helpful when it’s a medical examiner’s case. Especially
when you live a distance to your local M.E. office.
Our annual one day CE Conference will be here soon. I can’t wait to see you all in
March! Anyone can come and it is a great time to see each other, learn, and this year,
see our favorite vendors. Yes! We will have tabletop vendors at the March CE
Conference! Make sure you sign up! You don’t want to go to continuing education
jail!
Our annual convention will be here before you know it! The 2017 convention will be
held at the Kingsmill Resort in Williamsburg, Va. Stay tuned for more information!
I pray that you all have a wonderful Christmas and Happy New Year! Warm wishes to
you and your family!
Katharine Samford, IFHV President

Executive Director
Bruce B. Keeney, Sr. Exec. Director
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EDRS Recommendations and VDH Response Updates
In recent months a group of stakeholders, including representatives from IFHV, have been addressing problems
that exists within the Electronic Death Registry System (EDRS). Although not all of the concerns have been
addressed at this time we are happy to report that a number of issues have been resolved or should be
resolved in the near future. Below you’ll find a synopsis of efforts to cure some of the EDRS’s challenges. More
to come….
Problem: Not enough physicians are participating in the EDRS. With too few physicians
participating in the EDRS, funeral directors are forced to produce and transport paper death
certificates to physicians for signature.
 Update: OIM started working on the project. As of now, we plan to verify new users’ ‘DHP
License’ information and ‘VA DMV License’ information before we provide access to the
EDRS module.
Problem: Physicians, NP’s or PA’s must complete and submit two paper agreements. VITA does
not allow agreements to be electronic.
 Oct 2016 Update: The online user registration module will address this issue.
Problem: Once EDRS receives the paperwork, the applicant receives an email to complete the
registration. Applicant has a short window of time to log in, complete registration and select
password. For example, if the email is sent on a Friday and the applicant does not see it until
Monday, it can result in them being locked out of the system.
 Oct 2016 Update: The online EDRS user registration module will address this issue. If a new EDRS user is signing up online,
they can successfully log in once VDH verifies their DHP License and DMV License information. VDH will not send them a
password via email.
Problem: VITA requires passwords to be changed very frequently (30 or 60 days). If a provider does not sign a certificate of death for
a while and misses the email requiring the password change, they are locked out of system. RECOMMENDATION: instead of locking
out an EDRS user due to expired password, allow the old password to be used to take the user directly to an EDRS password renewal
page that asks security questions that have been established by the EDRS user at original sign up so that a new password can be
immediately issued.
 Oct 2016 Update: With the VVESTS Release 3.5.9, we will have email reminders about changing passwords available for all
users. The VVESTS Release 3.5.9 is expected to go out late October 2016.
Problem: The Code of Virginia places the responsibility for filing a death certificate on the funeral director; however, the EDRS has
been programmed to place the responsibility for filing a death certificate on the physician.
 Oct 2016 Update: This is pending. DVR needs to discuss the changes with both the funeral home and medical certifier
communities. Once an agreement is made on what fields can be changed by funeral homes after medical certification, VDH
IT will incorporate this in a future release.
Problem: ZIP Codes in the system do not accurately reflect the jurisdictions covered within. There has been some improvement, but
it has not been fully corrected [Correction for ZIP code 24141 provided].
 Oct 2016 Update: This was explained in our last meeting. We explained the option available in EDRS to select a new postal
county. DVR needs to update the FAQs.
Problem: Local health departments are not fully engaged or trained on the EDRS. Due to a lack of familiarity or training, staff is
unable to provide advice or guidance to funeral directors. The hours when staff are available to file or produce certified copies varies
by jurisdiction creating confusion and unnecessary delays.
 Oct 2016 Update: Complete.
Problem: The EDRS is not compatible with data management software utilized by most funeral directors. Currently, funeral directors
use software programs to accurately maintain a decedent’s information and produce documents such as the Social Security death
record forms, application for copy of death certificates, veterans flag application, monthly vital statistics reports, etc. Unfortunately,
the EDRS does not interface with these programs thereby requiring the funeral directors to type information twice.
 Oct 2016 Update: Complete.

Problem: The EDRS is not compatible with the current Internet Explorer. Internet Explorer is on the way out and Microsoft Edge is
the incoming system. EDRS should be available for use with others browsers such as Safari on iOS, and possible even Chrome on PCs.
Many EDRS users use tablets in their daily execution of business, which often use other than Internet Explorer to run their
applications. Security issues could arise through use of older, unsupported versions.
 Oct 2016 Update: We have started this project and it is in process.
Problem: The EDRS is not compatible with, and does not interface with, electronic health records and software used by physicians’
offices. Many physicians state that they are not using the EDRS or will stop using the EDRS because it is too time consuming for them
or their staff to enter the same information into multiple systems.
 Oct 2016 Update: Complete.
Problem: The paper size of the new certificates and the pre-set font size on the template are difficult to read. The form is fit to legal
sized paper, not the standard letter size. Since most fax machines only use letter size, when the death certificate is formatted to a
faxable size, the font is nearly illegible. Many insurance companies complain about the difficult reading faxed versions of the new
form, and in some instances, are denying benefits because they cannot sufficiently read the document. The repeated use of the
“VOID” watermark makes reading scanned versions very difficult.
 Oct 2016 Update: Complete.
Problem: There are still some alignment issues with the name line. Each name (first, middle, last, suffix) should be directly under the
wording in the box.
 Oct 2016 Update: This issue is pending. DVR needs to finalize the format.
Problem: Difficulties with physicians accurately completing the required information for the new death certificates. A lack of proper
training, confusing directions and inconsistent guidance from local health departments has made the problem worse. Examples
given.
 Oct 2016 Update: With release 3.5.9, DVR has added more options under method of disposition.
Problem: Under “method of disposition,” the system requests information in cases when multiple situations occur such as burial and
removal from state; however, the EDRS only allows one box to be marked although it requires marking both.
 Oct 2016 Update: With release 3.5.9, DVR has added more options under method of disposition.
Problem: EDRS requested information does not show up on the final death certificate. For example, wife’s maiden name is required
for input, but does not show up on the final certificate.
 Oct 2016 Update: Complete.
Problem: When entering the wife as the informant, EDRS automatically populates in the first name/middle name/last name format.
If the wife’s middle name is entered, there is not space for her maiden name, which is often used like a maiden name upon
marriage. There is no way to override the system and it is creating issues when the wife must then conduct business associated with
the death of the husband.
 Oct 2016 Update: Complete.
Problem: Please offer more guidance for information required when there is a same-sex marriage.
 Oct 2016 Update: Complete. The VVESTS Release 3.5.9 will provide options to collect the gender of parents.
Problem: The time of death is required by EDRS in order for the death certificate to be deemed complete. It does not appear on the
death certificate when printed and must be provided by the physician. Please remove the requirement of time of death to be
completed before the death certificate is considered finalized in EDRS.
 Oct 2016 Update: This issue is closed.
Problem: There is no option to input information when burying cremated remains. The Commonwealth of Virginia considers the
cremator as the final disposition; however, there is no way to provide information on buried cremains either by the funeral home or
the families.
 Oct 2016 Update: This was explained by DVR. With release 3.5.9, DVR has added more options under method of
disposition.

RECOMMENDATION: Until the EDRS is used by all stakeholders, provide a list of all participating providers without having to fully
enter all the death certificate information and then find out a physician, funeral home or facility is not participating on EDRS. Make
the Death Certificate Application available for printing within the EDRS with an option for number of copies.
 Oct 2016 Update: This issue is pending and will be addressed in a future release.
RECOMMENDATION: Create an e-Amendment feature for typo or other changes that would be amendable with an affidavit. The eAmendment feature would ideally allow the process to be started on line, allowing supporting documentation to be accepted by
scanned attachment for review by Vital Records. Any payments required could be electronic. A process such as this would streamline
the process from a multi-week effort to a matter of days.
 Oct 2016 Update: Complete.
Additional issues/concerns that user groups brought up in the last meeting:
 LHD’s concern over not being able to view non-certified EDRS records while creating application.
 Funeral Homes reported that EDRS event emails are not going out to the 3rd email ID entered on user preferences.
 Funeral Homes reported that the birth record search is not working while creating a death record in EDRS.
 Funeral Homes proposed that the decedent’s names (First, Middle, Last) be center-justified.
 Funeral Homes inquired whether the decedent’s name can be broken into first, middle and last on EDRS pages (Main,
Active Cases).
 Funeral Homes and the OCME office requested new options under EDRS User Preferences to receive notification when an
amendment to an existing record is complete.
 Funeral home asked if a text message could be used to notify a user that their password is expiring.
 Users asked if they can reset passwords even when an account is locked.

Reminder: New Federal Overtime Laws
Under a new federal rule recently announced by the White House, anybody making a
salary of less than $47,476 ($913 a week) will automatically qualify for overtime pay
when they work more than 40 hours a week. That's roughly double the $23,660 threshold
(or $455 a week) that's currently in place.
The change will go into effect on Dec. 1, 2016. It is intended to expand access to
overtime pay for otherwise low-salaried workers who log long hours but have been
treated as exempt from overtime because they perform some managerial duties.
The new threshold will be updated every three years to make sure it stays at the 40th
percentile of full-time salaries in the lowest income region of the country. Based on wage
growth projections, that means it could rise to $51,000 by 2020.
In figuring out whether salaried workers' income qualifies them for overtime, employers will be allowed to count their bonuses and
commissions up to 10% of the threshold. So, for instance, if someone makes $44,000 today and gets a $4,000 bonus, his total income
($48,000) will mean that he will remain exempt from overtime.
The overtime rate is one and a half times the employee’s regular rate of pay.
Beginning on December 1, 2016, in general, employees must meet the following factors in order to qualify as exempt from overtime:




Employee must be salaried – i.e., paid a predetermined and fixed amount that is not reduced based on quality or quantity of
work;
Employee must be paid at least $913 per week ($47,476 annually); and
Employee must primarily perform executive, administrative, or professional duties, as defined by the Department of Labor’s
regulations.

HOMESTEADERS, DISRUPT ANNOUNCE EXCLUSIVE SOCIAL MEDIA PARTNERSHIP
Homesteaders Life Company and DISRUPT Media today announced a
partnership to offer a suite of social media service packages for funeral homes
that partner with both companies. The new offerings provide additional social
media services for firms that actively write pre-need business with
Homesteaders and choose DISRUPT Media to coordinate their social media
strategy and content.
“Social media is at the forefront of communication tools that funeral directors
need to leverage to share the value of funeral service with their communities,”
said Homesteaders Sr. VP Marketing & Communications Dean Lambert. “The
additional offerings for Homesteaders customers as part of their DISRUPT
Media service packages provide even greater value for funeral professionals
who want to take advantage of DISRUPT Media’s thorough, results-driven
approach to social media success.”
Three monthly social media package options are available for Homesteaders funeral home customers to purchase
through DISRUPT Media. The plans were designed to help firms set obtainable goals, create and publish meaningful
content and monitor results.
“At DISRUPT Media, we’re passionate about helping funeral homes share their stories and excited to work with
Homesteaders, a company that shares our commitment to the funeral service profession,” said Ryan Thogmartin,
President of DISRUPT Media. “We’re looking forward to helping Homesteaders customers achieve their goals by
communicating the value of their services and advance funeral planning on social media.”
Funeral professionals may contact their Homesteaders account executive for additional details about the new social
media service options.
Celebrating its 110th year of business in 2016, Homesteaders Life Company is a national leader providing life insurance
products and services to promote and support the funding of advance funeral planning and end-of-life expenses. Visit
homesteaderslife.com to learn more.
DISRUPT Media is a full-service social media management and content agency dedicated to the funeral profession. The
agency provides creative ideas and a simple plan to produce a social media presence that is completely unique for each
client. Visit disruptmedia.co to learn more.

IFHV 2017 One Day CE Conference
University of Richmond
Richmond, VA
Friday March 17, 2017
5 Hours CE - (Laws/Regulations & Preneed)
Exhibits
IFHV 2017 Annual Convention
Kingsmill Resort
Williamsburg, VA
July 28-30, 2017

NEW IFHV MEMBER BENEFIT WITH WARFIELD-ROHR
To show support of Virginia’s independent firms and particularly IFHV members, Warfield-Rohr Casket Company just
announced a special casket program just for IFHV firms. The program was reviewed and unanimously endorsed by the
IFHV Board of Directors.
The Warfield-Rohr Benefit Program for IFHV Members offers member firms a quantity driven discount plan of up to a
combined Terms Discount/Rebate of up to 20%. The rebate program began on August 1 and ends July 31 of each year.
The rebate program quarters will end on November 30, February 28, May 31 and August 31 of each year.

Caskets
Purchased

Terms

IFHV
Member

Discount

Rebate

Rebate

per Casket

1 – 25

5%

6%

11%

$2.00

26 -39

5%

9%

14%

$2.00

40 – 59

5%

10%

15%

$2.00

60 – 99

5%

13%

18%

$2.00

100+

5%

15%

20%

$2.00

Quantity of

Total
Percentage

Contribution
to IFHV

To further show support for IFHV and its members, Warfield-Rohr will additionally contribute $2 for every casket sold by
them to an IFHV member.
This program is an example of the benefits of IFHV membership and how IFHV works for the mutual benefit of its firm
and associate members.
Any questions may be addressed by your Warfield-Rohr sales representatives.

PR Means Public Relations & Positive Results
Meghan Kelly – Funeral Business Advisor Sept. 23, 2016
Funeral homes have more choices than ever before with new marketing strategies and communication tactics competing for a share
of the budget. Ask 10 funeral directors where the marketing budget should be spent, and you are likely to get 10 different answers.
No matter your budget, every marketing campaign begins in the brand awareness stage, and public relations (PR) remains one of the
most cost-efficient means of generating awareness and telling a brand story.
What’s the cost of NOT doing PR? When the time comes in the funeral planning cycle and a family need the services of a funeral
professional, what is the cost of NOT being the firm that the family calls?
Conversations are happening in your communities, among influencers and between families, with or without your participation.
Your firm needs to be part of these conversations so that when families seeks out a funeral provider on line, their search results are
filled with credible stories and mentions about your firm; they see news articles quoting your firm or a contributed article from your
organization that provides a perspective on funerals, grief or another related topic. The result – your firm is positioned as a thought
leader and expert in the field of funeral service and some who can be trusted to care for a loved one who has passed. Therefore, it’s
key that your firm gains a larger “share of voice” in the local paper and on the local radio station, on social media, and in
conversations happening among a populace that have shortening attention spans due to ever-increasing information inputs.
The nuts and bolts of public relations for a funeral service company aren’t all that different than public relations strategies for
consumer goods. The main difference is PR campaigns in funeral service are much more content-driven compared to the product
pitching that dominates consumer PR.
Most funeral homes’ marketing teams (either external or internal) spend time and resources developing content in the form of
website blogs, Facebook posts, or other social media efforts. Unfortunately, most of this content remains hidden within the
company’s four walls, sits buried on their website or remains on their Facebook page collecting virtual dust.
Somewhat off topic, but on a related note, content marketing is not about you. Rather, it’s about what you can offer others. A wellwritten piece of content does not push your own agenda, but offers helpful insight or perspective from which others can learn.
Funeral service social media is a marketing tool that needs serious content. No one cares that you are in Philadelphia for a funeral
service conference and seeing the local sites. What readers care about is what you learned at the conference that might affect them.
Social media only reaches those in your community that have chosen to follow you or visit your website. What about all the other
folks in your community that don’t know about your firm – but will need the services of a funeral professional at some point in their
future. That’s where PR and publicity can come into play.
Publicity, the process that enables and encourages media outlets to create and promote messages that benefit your company, is the
secret to marketing success. Cultivating publicity is certainly not without its challenges, but it definitely needs to be a consideration
since families are looking to that content for guidance before they select a funeral provider.
In an era where editorial/media staffs are continually shrinking, media outlets are taking more and more contributed content from
outside sources. This provides a perfect opportunity for you to take your blog about your new aftercare program and create a press
release or to take your Facebook post about some new research from NFDA and create an article.
Sure, everybody’s talking about the use of social media in funeral service marketing. But don’t overlook the benefits of public
relations and publicity in your marketing program as well. FBA
Joe Weigel is the owner of Weigel Strategic Marketing, a communications firm focused on the
funeral profession that delivers expertise and results across three interrelated marketing
disciplines: strategy, branding and communications. You can visit his website at
weigelstrategicmarketing.webs.com. He also can be reached by phone at 317-608-8914 or
email joseph.weigel@gmail.com.

Vatican Updated Policy on Cremation Ashes
The Vatican recently published guidelines for Catholics who want to be cremated, saying their remains cannot be scattered, divvied
up or kept at home but rather stored in a sacred, church-approved place. For most of its history the Catholic Church only permitted
burial, arguing that it best expressed the Christian hope of resurrection. In the 1960’s the Vatican changed policy to allow
cremation.
In a new document from the Vatican it repeats that burial remains preferred, with officials calling cremation a “brutal destruction”
of the body. But it lays out guidelines for conserving ashes for the increasing numbers of Catholics who choose cremation for
economic, ecological or other reasons.
The Vatican said ashes and bone fragments cannot be kept at home, since that would deprive the Christian community as a whole of
remembering the dead. Rather, church authorities should designate a sacred place, such as a cemetery or church area, to hold them.
The document said remains cannot be divided among family members or put in lockets or other mementos. Nor can the ashes be
scattered in the air, land or sea since doing so would give the appearance of “pantheism, naturalism or nihilism.”

2017 Music License
Dear IFHV Member:
We are pleased to inform you that your membership in the Independent Funeral Homes of
Virginia now entitles your company to music licensing with ASCAP, BMI and SESAC for only $263 for
the 2017 calendar year. If you have not already purchased or renewed your Music License for 2017,
simply complete the 2017 Music License Application and return it to ICCFA with payment, and your
music license requirement for 2017 will be covered. Please note that the $263 price will be in effect
until January 31, 2017. After January 25, the price increases to $276 per location.
And, for 2017 a webcasting license is available for an additional $48 per property per year. Webcasting licenses allow you to
broadcast music during funeral or memorial services over the internet worldwide. Music licensing is the law, and failure to obtain a
license where one is required can be costly: Copyright law provides for damages similar to fines of up to $30,000 for each song that
is infringed. If your cemetery, regardless of size, hosts performances of copyrighted music – whether the music is performed live or
played from recordings – music copyright owners say you are legally required to pay an annual licensing fee.
As a partner in the Music License Coalition, IFHV now provides our member companies the opportunity to be in full compliance with
the law and ensure you are covered for any music a client family might request. Licensing directly with the agencies this year would
cost nearly $600 per location, so the Coalition price, which requires no additional membership fee, is still the lowest available in the
funeral industry.
The Music License Coalition is a partnership of numerous associations representing the cemetery, cremation and funeral service
industry and administered by the International Cemetery, Cremation and Funeral Association. Its goal is simply to continue to attract
more licensees, thereby increasing compliance within the profession and qualifying for even bigger volume discounts in the future –
so your company can save even more money!
Please note that if you receive another 2017 Music License Coalition Renewal notice for $263 licensing from another Coalition
organization, you only need to pay once and you can simply remit payment with whichever invoice you choose. Some cemeteries
may be on more than one Music License Coalition partner membership list. As long as you pay the low $263 fee for each location
where music is played, you can rest assured your company will be covered with ASCAP, BMI and SESAC for 2017.
If you have any questions, please call us at 804.643.0312. We look forward to your participation and support of the IFHV/Music
License Coalition program.

For a copy of the music license application, please email IFHVoffice@gmail.com or call 804-643-0312

Governor McAuliffe Announces
Administration Appointments
RICHMOND – Governor Terry McAuliffe announced additional appointments to his
Administration today. The appointees will join McAuliffe’s Administration focused on finding
common ground with members of both parties on issues that will build a new Virginia economy and
create more jobs across the Commonwealth. Both of the appointed individuals were at the
recommendation and with the endorsement of IFHV.
Board of Funeral Directors and Embalmers



Mia F. Mimms, FSL, JD, LLM of Richmond, President, Mimms Funeral Home
Connie B. Steele, FSL* of Roanoke, Manager, Serenity Funeral Homes and Cremation
Service

4461 Cox Road, Suite 110
Glen Allen, VA 23060

